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AR promotion using ARAPPLI was adopted at the press conf in Malaysia.
The special AR card of EB25 reproduced by 3DCG was given to the guests!

arara inc., Yosuke Iwai/representative director(Japan), performed and oﬀered AR
application called "ARAPPLI " for iPhone users which utilized as AR contents designed and
produced by ecomo inc (Japan) in the press conference of "new style electric scooter
ES11/ES12/EB25 ", sponsored by Eclimo Sdn Bhd(Malaysia) on March 16.
The press conference was held in Kuala Lumpur and invited some of major media,
ministers, bureaucrats of Malaysia. e-bikes prototype 3 model was announced as the ﬁrst
domestic electric scooters. A special AR card is distributed for the guests which can
experience AR contents to which 3DCG of new style EV motorbike EB25 appears by
holding iPhone with ARAPPLI over the cards.
ARPPLI is an application for iPhone utilized as leading-edge technology AR (Augmented
Reality) which has become the center of attention these days. The iPhone users can enjoy
various AR contents only by holding up the QRAR code published uniquely with a smart
phone after downloading ARAPPLI.

EB25 prototype model produced by ecomo inc.

AR display by ARAPPLI

About AR (Augmented Reality)
AR is a technology and the images that blended virtual graphics onto a physical reality. In particular,
ARAPPLI utilized AR called vision based type-AR which overlays a virtual graphics image on a physical
reality through the camera.

About ARAPPLI
It is the vision base type AR platform service which downloads rich AR contents, such as movies, 3DCGs, and
animations using a QRAR code as a trigger. It can develop AR contents inﬁnitely by download once and one
application. Free oﬀer is made as an iPhone application. The Android version schedules a start for April 1.

How to use ARAPPLI
(1) Download iPhone "App Store" to ARAPPLI.
(2) If ARAPPLI is started and take a photo of a QRAR code, AR contents will download.
(3) If a camera is held up to a black frame, AR contents will appear.
(4) Since AR contents downloaded once are saved at a collection folder, they appear in a
double-tap and can change a size with pinch in / pinch out.

(1)ARAPPLI icon

(2)QRAR code (sample)

(3) AR contents will appear.

* sample

[arara inc.]
October, 2010 establishment. We develop originally and oﬀers the platform which can utilize AR
(Augmented Reality) technology. The application for smart phones "ARAPPLI" which realized AR simply with
QR code in December, 2010 is announced. Subsidiary wholly owned by repica inc.
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* iPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc. The iPhone trademark is used based on the license of AIPHONE CO., Ltd.
* Android is a trademark of Google Inc.
* "ARAPPLI" is a terminal only for the iPhone of iOS4.1 or more iPhone/iPod touch.

